
1. Thou shalt not settle for the typefaces that 
are standardly available on your computer.

 That is, of course, unless you’ve managed to  
collect hundreds of typefaces and thousands of  
fonts covering the gamut of every application  
imaginable. And then ... maybe.  This is the quickest 
path toward having your design appear “common.” 
There are plenty of online resources for free type-
faces. Be careful, though; while there are some  
nice free typefaces out there, there are plenty of  
bad ones too (typefeces).

2. Thou shalt not commit adultery with  
“the common man’s” typefaces. 

 The root of the problem with typefaces like Papyrus 
and Comic Sans is not that they’re bad type designs 
(which they often are), or that they’re “common” 
(which they absolutely are), but that they’re usually 
poor substitutes for better choices. Because they’re 
readily available, freely distributed, and “already  
in your type list,” uneducated, newbie and lazy  
designers most often settle on them as an “avail-
able” or “workable” solution, rather than finding  
and choosing a better typeface. Using common,  
overused typefaces lowers your worth as a designer. 
Why should I hire you when you make the same 
decisions as my mom or my niece or my youth group 
director? Be better than that. Make better choices. 
Don’t be “common.”

 3. Thou shalt always consider thy  
type choices in the context  
of typographical history and trends.

 Typography is most likely a new world to you, but  
for your peers in the business, it is an area with  
a loaded history of trends and usage. The more  
you understand about historical design trends, the  
less likely you are to design something that looks 
dated or cliché. Unless you’re doing it on purpose. 

4. Thou shalt always consider the gestalt  
ramifications of a typeface choice.

 For example, if you choose a typeface that  
appears handwritten and the same letter appears 
more than once, the viewer will know it is not  
handwritten. As another example, why use the  
typeface “Sand” if you are already showing a  
picture of the beach? 

 5. Thou shalt not leave any typographic  
choice on “(Auto),” especially leading.

 That’s the computer making decisions for you;  
if the computer makes your design decisions for you, 
then why should I hire you?

 6. Thou shalt always check thy kerning.

 The comman man may not always see bad kerning, 
but I guarantee every creative director in town will.

 7. Thou shalt not stretch, bend,  
dimensionalize, texturize or  
otherwise distort typography unless:

	 •	it	is	for	an	intended	conceptual	effect		
	 (including	making	your	layout	“tacky”)

	 •	it’s	not	obvious	

 Claude Garamond did not spend his entire life  
perfecting his typeface and then die penniless  
just to have you #@%& it up in a few seconds, 
because you can. Spend as much time studying 
typography as Garamond, Baskerville, Brody or  
Frere-Jones, and then you are allowed to mess  
with their life’s work.

8. Thou shalt not use outline strokes,  
standard drop shadows, or other  
“add on” effects to make typography  
stand out from the background.

 If your type doesn’t stand out from a background, 
you’ve probably made a bad type, color or layout 
choice. Additionally, stroking type affects the  
structure of the type’s positive space; this is more 
apparent with a thicker stroke. There are better  
ways of creating outlines around type that do not 
distort them. 

9. Thou shalt always respect “the grid,”  
even if it is a very simple one.

 Using this kind of alignment in your layout helps  
the viewer navigate the layout and gives them a 
pleasing sense of order in a design. 

10. Thou shalt “chunk.”

 When typography is grouped into a limited number  
of units or chunks, it is easier for the reader to navi-
gate, process and remember.
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